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Interest rates: are investors in  
for a nasty shock?

As US interest rates go up after an 
almost unprecedented seven years of 
no change, the consensus is that further 
increases from here will be slow and 
low. Most commentators believe that 
any sharp hike would snuff out a global 
economy still only slowly stuttering into 
life after the credit crunch. But history 
tells us that forecasts have a habit of not 
turning out quite as planned.

We have looked back at a wide range of periods when rates 
have risen much faster than expected1. Often these periods 
have been associated with a sharp uptick in inflation or a 
sudden currency collapse. While neither looks likely today, 
the seeds are there, given the way that central banks have 
dealt with the aftermath of the collapse in the debt bubble. 
Quantitative easing (QE) has massively raised the potential 
stock of money around the globe, while divergent interest 
rate policies are putting currencies at risk. The possibility 
of a significant rise in rates, though not central to our 
forecasts, therefore deserves consideration. It is a tail risk 
that some investors may want to be prepared for.
1  This article is based on “Interest rates: is there no risk of significant rate hikes?”, 

Keith Wade and Alessandro Rocco,  Schroders, August 2015.

The drivers of higher rates: inflation and capital flight
Historically, two major factors have led to a rapid and 
significant increase in interest rates. 

The first is accelerating price inflation. In extreme cases, 
hyperinflation is caused by large government deficits being 
financed by the printing of money rather than through 
taxation or borrowing. With a rapid increase in the quantity 
of money in circulation, not supported by a corresponding 
growth in output, an imbalance between the demand and 
supply of money is created which causes rapid inflation.
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Figure 1: In developed markets the rate rise weapon is aimed mainly at inflation
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Of course, inflation problems are not unknown in emerging 
markets. Indeed, rate rises to combat inflation in developed 
markets often look tame by comparison (Germany in the 
1920s excepted). Emerging market countries have regularly 
found themselves suffering from hyperinflation and had 
to deal with it by hiking interest rates to extraordinary 
levels. The reason is probably a higher propensity of these 
countries to finance their deficits via the printing press, 
often a result of central banks’ more limited independence 
from the government. 

It is worth noting that inflation and exchange rates are 
themselves related and the two situations cannot always be 
isolated. For example, the fear of high inflation in a country 
can lead to capital flight which in turn causes the currency 
to depreciate. The falling exchange rate can quickly lead to 
increased inflationary pressures as import prices rise. 

In this way it is possible for a country to fall into a 
downward spiral where capital flight leads to a weaker 
exchange rate, higher inflation and higher interest 
rates. This then reinforces concerns about the economy, 
prompting further capital flight. 

However, although there can be overlaps, there is an 
important distinction between the two causes. In the first, 
there is often a general tightening of policy around the 
world and higher global rates as central banks attempt 
to rein in inflationary pressure. The second, by contrast, 
tends to be country specific, with a particular central bank 
responding to its own country’s currency crisis. Since one 
currency’s gain is another’s loss, a crisis in one country may 
lead to lower rates elsewhere as those with appreciating 
currencies (particularly trading partners) are forced to ease 
policy in tandem. 

The risks today 
All this shows that there have been numerous periods 
where interest rates have risen significantly over short 
periods of time. The origins of such a tightening of policy 
generally lie in either a sharp rise in inflation, pressure on 
the exchange rate, or sometimes a combination of the two. 
Developed markets have tended to experience the former 
whilst emerging markets have faced more in the way of 

Periods of high inflation can also be caused by extreme 
supply shocks, like the oil crises of the 1970s which then 
triggered a wage-price spiral. This was particularly evident 
amongst the incidents of sharply rising interest rates we 
looked at in developed markets. Figure 1 shows some 
of the most aggressive hiking cycles (allowing two rate 
rises per country)2. Most of these rate increases occurred 
between the mid-1970s and late 1980s. This was a period 
of high inflation triggered by the 1973 oil shock and 
intensified by the subsequent energy crisis in 1979. Most 
of the rate hikes shown were to try and curb high inflation 
rates, but led most developed countries into recession at 
the turn of the 1980s. 

The second case which has historically led to rapid rate 
hikes is a sudden fall in a country’s exchange rate. The 
typical situation involves a country with a chronic balance 
of payments deficit and a fixed exchange rate. Speculators 
may believe that the central bank does not have enough 
reserves to defend the fixed exchange rate and therefore 
they sell the currency, forcing the country to devalue and 
move to a floating exchange rate. Demand and supply 
shocks can lead to this sort of crisis as investors question 
the solvency and creditworthiness of issuers of securities, 
triggering a flight of capital out of the country. 

Fixed exchange rates are less common than they were, but 
a country with one such rate that is causing concern right 
now is China. Indeed, the global stock market wobbles in 
the summer of 2015 followed a devaluation of the renminbi 
by the Chinese authorities following large outflows of 
capital as investors became nervous about the country’s 
massive debts. 

In fact, in terms of defending currencies, we found that the 
biggest interest rate hikes have been in emerging markets, 
whose economies have suffered frequent crises. This 
probably relates to the fact that emerging countries have 
more vulnerable external accounts, which often rely heavily 
on volatile commodity prices. Some of these episodes are 
shown in Figure 2. 
2  We exclude Germany and Sweden as they would be literally off the charts. 

Germany (1922) was a case of extreme hyperinflation, whereas Sweden (1992)  
was a move to protect the currency from speculators.

Figure 2: In emerging markets rates are generally used to defend currencies
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currency crises. Politics has played a role in a number of 
crises, with international investors taking flight following 
an unwelcome change of government, thus prompting a 
currency crisis. 

So what, if any, are the parallels with the environment 
today? The first is a possible replay of the “taper tantrum”. 
Those most at risk are the many developing economies 
with significant external financing requirements which will 
have to pay more to service their debts to maintain their 
attractions for investors. 

Since 2013, these requirements have reduced, but many 
economies still require significant capital inflows. This is 
evident from the big drops in exchange rates seen recently 
in countries like Brazil, Russia, South Africa and Turkey 
in anticipation of the US rate rise. There are early signs 
that this is feeding through to higher inflation rates, and 
some central banks have already raised interest rates to 
counter inflationary pressures. Figure 3 highlights some 
of the economies most at risk (particularly those towards 
the left-hand side of the chart) by comparing their external 
financing requirements with their foreign exchange 

Figure 3: Some emerging currencies look much more threatened than others 
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Gross external financing requirement is here defined as a country’s current account balance plus debt maturing within12 months, as of first quarter 2015.  
Source: Datastream, JEDH and Schroders.

reserves as a measure of their ability to support their 
currency in a crisis.

As discussed, a rapid rise in inflation itself has been the 
other main trigger for higher interest rates in the past. In 
today’s deflationary environment this may seem a distant 
prospect, with prices actually falling in several regions. 
However, the decline has been driven by a fall in energy 
prices, the impact of which will lessen over time. To get 
an inflation scare on the scale described above, though, 
we would need to see something more than a transitory 
stabilisation or reversal in energy effects.

One possibility would be that the US Federal Reserve (Fed) 
underestimates the build-up of inflationary pressures and 
tightens rates too late to prevent a surge in wages and 
prices. This could be the result of the liquidity created by 
QE bursting out into the real economy like a dam breaking, 
creating a flood of liquidity that causes prices to accelerate 
sharply. One of the biggest issues with QE is that it is 
untested. Central bankers are operating in the dark and 
therefore more prone to policy error. That could leave them 
scrambling to raise rates to prevent inflation taking off. 

Figure 4: Currency circulation looks ripe for an upturn  
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Conclusion
While the market has been anticipating interest rate rises for some time, the consensus remains that they will 
be fairly modest and that the peak will be much lower than in past cycles. We broadly adhere to that view, but 
we think investors still need to be prepared for much sharper rises than expected. The conditions are there. They 
include, amongst other things, a number of emerging economies heavily dependent on external borrowing and 
unprecedented quantities of “electronic money” created through QE which is currently not reaching the real 
economy. This is not an active threat right now but, almost by definition, any catalyst will come as a surprise. 
Investors need to be alive to the risk and some may want to take protective measures. An allocation to inflation-
linked assets, such as commodities or inflation-protected bonds, may help, but we suspect that an anti-inflation 
portfolio run by a specialist manager is likely to provide greater reassurance.

The best early warning sign of this effect would be the  
so-called velocity of circulation of money, which measures 
the ratio of output to money supply. This is shown for the 
US in Figure 4. At the moment, velocity is still in retreat,  
but one of the unknown factors with QE is precisely when 
its impact will be felt. In the absence of past experience, 
there are no empirical studies or economic models which 
give an answer.

A more sinister scenario is if the extraordinary measures 
taken by the authorities to avoid destructive deflation 
– such as QE – become difficult to reverse. Achieving a 
“Goldilocks” level of inflation (just enough but not too 
much) is not easy. In such circumstances, it may prove 

hard to avoid the sort of hyperinflations seen in the past, 
such as those in Germany in the 1920s or Brazil in the 
1980s and 1990s. These extraordinary periods have their 
roots in fiscal difficulties, where a government finds it can 
no longer fund itself and resorts to the printing press. 
Although such measures are typically associated with wars 
and their aftermath, the current high levels of government 
debt and their subsequent depressing effects on growth 
have been described in such terms by some commentators. 
At this stage Japan is the only developed economy in this 
bracket, but high debt levels will continue to be an issue in 
Europe, putting a strain on the euro.


